Stratasys Continuous Build
3D Demonstrator

THE STRATASYS DEMONSTRATOR MEETS THESE NEEDS

- Unparalleled Throughput
- Fast Time to Part
- Minimal Operator Supervision
- No Print Queue Management
- Production Flexibility
- Consistency/Reliability
- Global Connectivity

INCREASED THROUGHPUT
Our scalable grid of additive manufacturing cells continuously produces parts around the clock with little to no supervision.

3D PRINTING 100 PARTS EFFICIENTLY

- Standalone completes 100 parts in 16 days
- The Demonstrator completes 3500 parts in 16 days

INCREASED UPTIME
If a standalone 3D printer lapses, the print job needs to be manually restarted from the beginning, increasing build time.

100% SCALABILITY
Easily add additional printing cells to increase product and productivity. Install within days for on-demand scalability.

*Based on specific part geometry

*Based on specific part geometry